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What do you enjoy most in your job with TUI in Bulgaria?
As an employee of TUI in Bulgaria, I am happy to offer our guests a 
comfortable, relaxing and friendly atmosphere. They can enjoy their 
unique summer holidays with unforgettable experiences in our beau-
tiful country.

What is special about Bulgaria?
Bulgaria is a country of wonders! It has extremely beautiful natural 
landmarks and cultural monuments of world significance on its small 
territory. The UNESCO list includes nine Bulgarian sites: seven cultural 
and two natural. An important part of Bulgarian culture is the folklore 
music. Bulgarian traditional dances are exceptionally vivid forms of 
artistic expression. 

Which beach would you recommend in Bulgaria?
The beach in Obzor offers excellent conditions for recreation and is 
perfect for families with children. The beach area is about 10 km long. 
The southern part of the beach is particularly beautiful. The village of 
Irakli offers camping on one of the most beautiful beaches in  
Bulgaria with golden fine-grained sand.

What local food should visitors try in Bulgaria?
Bulgarian yogurt is known for its taste all over the world. Shopska  
Salad is the most popular Bulgarian starter consisting of fresh toma-
toes, vegetables and white cheese. Also, Bulgarian wine is undeniably 
tasty and won many international awards.

What is the best experience in your region that no visitor  
should miss?
I would recommend the TUI Collection excursion “Nessebar”. The 
town of Nessebar has a unique combination of ancient history, ruins 
and architecture and is included on the UNESCO Heritage List. The 
archaeological reserve is situated on a small peninsula connected 
to the mainland by a narrow isthmus. Nessebar is one of the oldest 
towns in Europe.

Did you know…
…that the oldest gold  
treasure in the world was  
found in the city of Varna  
in Bulgaria? 3,000 gold  
objects dating back more  
than 6,000 years were  
found in 294 graves.


